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There is a Kiddush cup that my family uses every Friday night. It 

is small. Made of green stained glass. There is gold paint that has 

almost completely peeled off and has been washed away. Let’s 

be honest – it’s not even a Kiddush cup. For the blessing over 

wine, we are taught to fill up a kos maleh, an overflowing glass, 

but this chalice is small, not holding more than a few drops, 

maybe a shot of wine. And I have to admit, it is kind of ugly. It is 

stained glass, but not the pretty stained glass. It is an ugly green, 

not the pretty bright green. And it certainly looks out of place 

among all of our other Kiddush cups and Judaica. Many others 

are silver and polished, or glass and painted. Others are 

decorated and clean. They look brand new. And yet, we use the 

ugly green one… because it was my grandfather’s.  

I’m not even sure where my grandparents got it and I’m not even 

sure what they originally used them for, maybe for dinner parties. 
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But I know that every time I would travel to their home in Florida, 

every time we would celebrate Shabbat together, they would 

begin Shabbat by reciting Kiddush in these small ugly green 

stained-glass cups.  

This is one of the few things we have of my grandparents - these 

Kiddush cups, throw blankets that my grandmother crocheted, 

and stained glass depictions of cartoon characters my grandfather 

made that once hung in my childhood bedroom.  

My grandfather was frail and not doing well. Andrea and I were 

planning on visiting him and my grandmother in Florida. We were 

leaving weeks later to spend a year living in Israel and we wanted 

to spend time with family before we left. My grandfather was ill. 

We booked flights to visit him on a Monday. He continued to get 

worse, but we did not change our flights. He passed away on 

Shabbat, two days before our arrival to see him. Sitting in the 

airport for hours waiting to board the plane to his funeral, I was 

upset, saddened, and distraught.  
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Was it too much of an inconvenience to change the flight? Was I 

that busy? Would that final goodbye, speaking to someone who 

was in a comatose state even make a difference? 

When we had our son Noah’s bris, his ritual circumcision, almost 

two years ago, there was one thing I insisted. I insisted that when 

we announce his name and make a blessing over wine, we do so 

not over the silver Kiddush cup that it seems like all synagogues 

have, but instead, with the ugly small, green stain glass Kiddush 

cup with the peeling gold paint. My uncle had it stored away 

somewhere and made sure to bring it to the bris.  

For Noah Abraham was named after my grandfather Abraham 

Nathan, and this small ritual object, that now probably means 

more to us than it ever did to him, is what we have, what we use, 

to ensure that he remains with us.   

The Sephardic custom is to name after the living, in hopes that 

our children mirror the characteristics and traits of the relatives 

that they are named for. The Ashkenazic custom though is to 
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name after someone who has passed away, thus ensuring that 

we fulfill the hope and promise of tehi nishmato tzerura btzur 

hachayim, that our loved ones’ souls are bound up in the bond of 

our lives.  

We name after our loved ones. We use their ritual objects - yes, 

including their worn out, green, stained glass chalices, and ensure 

that they remain a part of us. We ensure that we carry them with 

us wherever we go. 

When the Israelites left Egypt, they gathered their belongings and 

they gathered their goods. They gathered as much as they could 

carry on their backs. They tried to find room for the gifts of jewelry 

and precious goods that we are taught the Egyptians gave to 

them upon leaving. But as the Israelites journeyed ahead, Moses 

couldn’t leave without bringing something else with him. Moses 

carried Joseph’s bones out of Egypt.  
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In the middle of the exodus narrative, as the Israelites prepared to 

leave Egypt, we read in Exodus 13:19: 

Vayikach Moshe et Atzmot Yosef Imo. And Moses took the bones 

of Joseph with him; for he had made the children of Israel, swear: 

‘God will surely remember you; and you shall carry up my bones 

away with you.’  

 

By carrying Joseph’s bones out of Egypt, Moses was fulfilling a 

promise made 400 years prior at the conclusion of the book of 

Genesis. 

 

But Moses was also doing more than that. Moses was literally 

carrying his ancestry with him. Moses was holding unto his past, 

to his loved ones, and making sure that they remained a part of 

his life. He knew that no matter what, he had to hold unto family.  
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Wherever he went and whatever he did, whether it was as a child 

in Pharaoh’s palace, as a shepherd in Midian, or as a leader of 

the Israelites taking his people out of Egypt, he knew that it was 

his family, and his roots that defined him. He carried those roots 

wherever he went. So too, we carry those roots with us. We carry 

our loved ones with us, for as long as we live, they too shall live. 

 

A dear friend used to spend Sundays at the cemetery following 

the loss of her mother. She would come with a lawn and a book 

and just spend the afternoon where her mother was buried. They 

used to spend Sunday afternoons together when she was living 

and she wanted to continue to spend time with her. For her, 

visiting her mother’s headstone was how she ensured that she 

remained in her life.  

It’s now been years since she took those Sunday visits to the 

cemetery. She still talks to her mom, but realized that she didn’t 

need to be at her headstone to do so.  
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She has conversations in the car ride home from work, 

conversations while lying in bed at night, conversations while 

basking in the sun at her favorite spot on the shore, realizing that 

if our loved ones are truly bound up in the bond of our lives, then 

a monument or memorial is not where they reside. Rather, our 

loved ones remain here, in our minds, and in our hearts.  

 

Yizkor. Remember. A powerful obligation and a powerful 

opportunity. To come together as individuals and as community to 

remember. But remembering is more than just thinking back on 

the past.  

 

Remembering, Yizkor, is making our loved ones who have 

passed away, our loved ones who are no longer with us, a part of 

the present. We ensure that they are still very much a part of our 

lives. Maybe we visit their headstones and talk to them.  
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Maybe we visit their favorite spots. Maybe we look at their 

pictures and tell their stories. Maybe we drink wine from their 

green, stained glass kiddush cups, and share our lives with them.   

Yizkor, to remember, is to carry those that we’ve lost with us. 

Remembering is to ensure that we hold unto the past, we hold 

unto our loved ones, and make sure they remain a part of our 

lives. 

As Rabbi Naomi Levy reminds us with her prayer, “I haven’t 

forgotten you, even though it has been some time since I’ve seen 

your face, touched your hand, heard your voice. You are with me 

all the time. I used to think you left me. I know better now. You 

come to me. Sometimes in fleeting moments I feel your presence 

close by.” 

I want to invite you to close your eyes, and for a moment, talk to 

your loved ones that we remember this morning. I don’t want us to 

focus on afterlife, or act like we are mediums of some kind.  
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Rather, I want us to focus on the opportunity to share ourselves 

with those that we mourn, with those that we miss, with those that 

we love. Take a moment and think of your loved one and share 

yourself with that person. As we reflect on this past year, on the 

positives and negatives, on the highs and lows, on all of our 

accomplishments and failures, on our successes and our 

struggles, share that with your spouses and your parents, with 

your siblings and your children, with your relatives and your 

friends. Talk to them.  

As you remember whom they were -- and whom they are -- as 

you carry them with you, remember that whether we realize it or 

not, they have shaped you, shaped us, the good and the bad. We 

carry them with us for they are sacred. They are holy. We pray 

that zichronam livracha, that their memories are an everlasting 

blessing. To see them as a blessing, to see them as sacred, 

means we carry them with us.  
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The Midrash in Mechilta teaches that Moses stood at the front of 

the Nile and declared, “Joseph, Joseph, the time has come to 

redeem the oath that you exacted from your brothers.” 

 

Immediately, Joseph’s coffin floated to the surface. The Hebrew 

word for coffin or casket in this case, and commonly used, 

is aron, the word we usually reserve for the Aron Kodesh, that 

which holds our Sifrei Torah, our Torah scrolls, and that which 

held the Tablets of the Covenant as the Israelites wandered 

through the wilderness.  

 

For the memory of our loved ones is as holy as Torah, the 

lessons they have taught us are as important as the lessons of 

Torah. We know how fragile the Torah can be. We avoid having 

our fingers touch the ink. We fear what will happen if we drop it. 

We handle it with great care. The same is true for those that we 

remember. Our memories are fragile.  
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We carry them with us, so that they don’t fade away. And like 

Torah, our loved ones are also an Etz Chayim Hee, a Tree of Life. 

Even if they aren’t living, they too are a tree of life as long as we 

cling to our memories of them. 

 

Even as we change, as we grow, as we move, as we go on our 

own journeys in life, we are sure to bring them with us. For as 

long as we live they to shall live, for they are our Torah. 

 

 

 


